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What do Philly police think of the 'Ferguson Effect'? - Philly.com 29 Oct 2015. Deconstructing New Data on Policing
and the 'Ferguson Effect'. Researchers and law enforcement officials say cops are afraid to do their jobs FBI chief
tries to deal with the 'Ferguson effect' - CNNPolitics.com Loretta Lynch Essentially Says The Ferguson Effect Is
Bullshit. The Ferguson Effect and the Lessons of Mizzou Nonprofit Quarterly 1 day ago. The pushback against the
Ferguson Effect theory should be applauded. While there is no doubt that the tense climate since Brown's death
has Former NYPD Chief on How the 'Ferguson Effect' Has Made Us Less. 14 Oct 2014. While the effects can be
felt far away, the localized effects are far more But, in the shadow of Ferguson, such an event is national news,
and AG Loretta Lynch: There's No Data To Support The “Ferguson Effect. 1 day ago. I have to be honest: I have
no idea how this whole Ferguson Effect became a thing. The general claim by those touting the theory is that, after
Ferguson Effect - CityLab 10 Nov 2015. It was a multi-racial, multi-stakeholder mobilization for an environment free
of expressions of racism, and an understanding of how the politics of 17 Jun 2015. Ever since unarmed teenager
Michael Brown was shot in Ferguson, MO last year, people across the country have taken to the streets en masse
Ferguson Effect: It's not real, but urban murder spikes are. - Slate 3 days ago. The Ferguson effect,” which sounds
like the title of a Robert Ludlum thriller, is the name some use for the theory that increased scrutiny of police
Loretta Lynch Dismisses 'Ferguson Effect' On Policing: No Data. 5 Nov 2015. The Washington Post reported:
“Rosenberg said he believed the Ferguson effect could cause police to become reluctant to engage with Just what
is the 'Ferguson effect'? It depends on how you view police. 10 Nov 2015. In 1967, University of California
president Clark Kerr was fired by the Board of Regents for being too lenient in dealing with student protests. 29
May 2015. Writing in The Wall Street Journal about the new nationwide crime wave, The consequences of the
'Ferguson effect' are already appearing. The Ferguson Effect and the Self-Destruction of the Academy Project the.
POLICY BRIEF: “FERGUSON EFFECT”? Some commentators have asserted that crime has increased as the
result of recent protests against police 28 Oct 2015. Forget the 'Ferguson effect' on crime. FBI director James
Comey says cops are doing less because they're afraid of being featured on the Obama, FBI director spar over the
'Ferguson Effect' on police TheHill 6 Nov 2015. Bottom line: there is absolutely no logical reasoning or empirical
evidence to prove that the claim of a Ferguson effect has any merit. A bum rap for FBI Director James Comey on
the 'Ferguson effect. 3 days ago. Addressing the House Judiciary Committee on Tuesday, Attorney General Loretta
Lynch said there is no data to support the Ferguson Effect ?Statistically speaking, the Ferguson Effect is bogus.
No one who 1 day ago. The much-maligned “spike” in murders, moreover, is well within the typical year-to-year No
one who believes in the Ferguson Effect will care. Was There a “Ferguson Effect” - The Sentencing Project 27 Oct
2015. Chicago CNN A year after unrest in Ferguson, Mo., brought increased scrutiny of police, FBI Director James
Comey has thrown his weight Forget the 'Ferguson effect' on crime - The Washington Post 12 Nov 2015. He's not
the only one who thinks so, and they call the trend a “Ferguson Effect,” as police respond to national criticism of
tactics and actions Editorial: The Ferguson effect Boston Herald 13 hours ago. This one on the Ferguson Effect.
Labels: rising crime Cop in the Hood: Should be made mandatory reading for every recruit in the Balto. The New
Nationwide Crime Wave - WSJ ?5 Sep 2015. This, we later learn in the Times story, is known as the Ferguson
effect -- the notion that the protests sparked by Michael Brown's death last 30 Oct 2015. If the Ferguson effect
exists, it would be a difficult thing to prove the existence of. For one thing, while 2015 has seen a spike in murders
in Loretta Lynch Says There's 'No Data' To Support The Ferguson Effect 1 Nov 2015. President Obama and his
FBI director are sparring over whether the so-called Ferguson Effect is real, complicating the president's push to
Cop in the Hood: The Ferguson Effect 31 Oct 2015. In two speeches just days apart, the head of the FBI indicated
in no uncertain terms that he buys into the so-called Ferguson effect theory — The 'Ferguson Effect' isn't real
Newsday 10 Nov 2015. Former NYPD Chief on How the 'Ferguson Effect' Has Made Us Less Safe and the impact
of a string of high-profile police-related deaths. Yes or No: Is the 'Ferguson Effect' real? Dallas Morning News 3
days ago. U.S. Attorney General Loretta Lynch said that no data is available to support the so-called “Ferguson
Effect, -- the idea that the heightened Why the Ferguson Effect is a lie: KING - NY Daily News 4 days ago.
WASHINGTON -- Attorney General Loretta Lynch said Tuesday there was no data to support the notion that the
national debate over the use Research Rebuts the Idea of a 'Ferguson Effect' -- Science of Us The 'Ferguson
effect' is just a ploy to reduce scrutiny of the police. 28 Oct 2015. Have you heard of the Ferguson Effect? It's a
popular, but wrong, theory that is spreading like wildfire in law enforcement circles. The Ferguson effect: A
cop's-eye view New York Post Officials Debate Whether 'Ferguson Effect' Is Real - The New York. 12 Jun 2015.
police authority. Others say the Ferguson effect describes a political movement where oppressed black Americans
stand up for their rights. The Myth Of The 'Ferguson Effect' ThinkProgress 11 Nov 2015. THE VETERAN beat cop
walked along a familiar stretch of North Philadelphia last fall, with Temple University Hospital peeking over his The
'Ferguson Effect' Isn't Real, And The New York Times Shouldn't. 4 Nov 2015. Mr. Rosenberg became the second
top federal law enforcement official in two weeks to wade into the debate over the so-called Ferguson effect

